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[57] ABSTRACT 
A method of operating a nuclear power reactor is dis-
closed which enables an accelerated power reduction of 
the reactor without completely shutting the reactor 
down. The method includes monitoring the incidents 
which, upon their occurrence, would require an accel-
erated power reduction in order to maintain the reactor 
in a safe operation mode; calculating the power reduc-
tion required on the occurrence of such an incident; 
determining a control rod insertion sequence for the 
normal operation of the reactor, said sequence being 
chosen to optimize reactor power capability; selecting 
the number of control rods necessary to respond to the 
accelerated power reduction demand, said selection 
being made according to a priority determined by said 
control rod insertion sequence; and inserting said se-
lected control rods into the reactor core. 

11 Claims, 13 Drawing Figures 
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REACTOR POWER REDUCTION SYSTEM AND 
METHOD 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 5 

This invention relates to a control system for a nu-
clear reactor. More specifically, this invention relates to 
a method and a system which enables an accelerated 
power reduction in response to incidents which require 
a sudden step reduction in reactor power without total 10 
reactor shutdown. 

The modern nuclear power reactor is an intricate 
combination of many complex interrelated components 
and systems. During normal operation of the power 
reactor, it is not uncommon for undesirable events, such 15 
as failure of one of the components or systems, to occur, 
which, if neglected, would seriously jeopardize the 
safety and/or operability of the nuclear power plant. As 
a result, control systems for controlling the reactor 
system must be developed to respond to these events. 20 
The power producing cores of nuclear reactors are 
normally controlled in one of two ways: (1) the slow 
advance of individual control rods or groups of control 
rods into or out of the core to provide power manuver-
ing control of the reactor, or (2) rapid insertion of con- 25 
trol rods into the core to accomplish an emergency 
shutdown of the reactor. This second mode of control is 
called reactor "scram" or control rod "scram." Even 
though many of the possible undesirable events which 
can occur during normal operation require at most only 30 
a rapid reduction in power level, the conventional re-
sponse to such undesirable events has been to shut down 
the reactor as rapidly as possible by scramming the 
control rods into the core. The main reason behind this 
excessive; and sometimes unnecessary response is that 35 
the control rods cannot ordinarily be driven fast 
enough, into the core, even at their maximum speed of 
insertion, to satisfy the accelerated power reduction 
demand. A full scram on the other hand cannot be em-
ployed without completely shutting down the reactor. 40 
Full reactor scram is not ordinarily desirable since reac-
tor scram is disruptive of the smooth operation of an 
electrical supply system and can give rise to a number of 
undesirable events. In the first place, the sudden change 
in reactivity imposed by rapidly operated control ele- 45 
ments applies a thermal shock throughout the reactor 
system. This thermal shock is felt mostly in the fuel 
elements of the reactor which is the location where it is 
least desired. In the second place, an undesirable distur-
bance is applied to the electrical grid network to which 50 
the nuclear power plant is connected. In the third place, 
a complete shutdown may subsequently cause a delayed 
start-up of the power reactor due to xenon poisoning of 
the reactor core. 

It is not uncommon that the necessity for an immedi- 55 
ate reduction of power falls short of a requirement for 
the complete shutdown of the reactor. In such cases, 
partial reduction of the power level is permissible as 
long as the power reduction causes the reactor to as-
sume a safe condition. Thus, if an accelerated partial 60 
power reduction can be accomplished, complete shut-
down of the reactor can often be avoided. In this event 
the reactor operators may be able to diagnose and cor-
rect the original trouble thereby enabling the immediate 
return to full reactor power with a minimum of the 65 
undesirable events described above. Thus, in order to 
increase reactor availability, there is a need to provide a 
system which has the ability to respond to certain inci-

dents, such as loss of one out of two steam generator 
feedwater pumps, by rapidly reducing power without 
complete shutdown of the reactor. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART 
Reactor dynamics and reactor physics indicate that 

there are two considerations that should be kept in mind 
when an accelerated power reduction is initiated: the 
first is final reactor power level and the second is the 
core power distribution. Reactor power level can be 
thought of in terms of average power of the core or in 
terms of the total power being generated at one time by 
the reactor. Core power distribution, described in terms 
of "peaking factor," is a conventional and well-known 
term in the art of reactor physics and is a measure of the 
degree of deviation of a localized power from core 
average power. Hence, the "peaking factor" is defined 
as the ratio of the localized peak power to the average 
power of the core. 

Each of the many incidents which produces the need 
for an accelerated power reduction has a characteristic 
power level to which the power must be reduced in 
order for the reactor to stay critical without violating 
reactor safety or system design limits. Examples of typi-
cal incidents which require accelerated power reduc-
tions are: partial or full load rejection, loss of a reactor 
coolant pump, deviation of a control element assembly 
(CEA) from its desired position (including a dropped 
CEA), and loss of a steam generator feedwater pump. 
This discussion will focus primarily on the incident 
involving the loss of a steam generator feedwater pump, 
although it should be recognized that an accelerated 
power reduction may be designed for each of the other 
incidents as well. 

On the occurrence of a loss of a steam generator 
feedwater pump, the flow of the secondary coolant or 
working fluid to the steam generator is reduced, since 
the remaining pump is unable to provide 100 percent of 
the feedwater demanded by the steam generator. When 
this happens, the steam generator consumes water (by 
converting it into steam) faster than the water in the 
steam generator can be replaced, which results in a 
consequent drop of the water level in the steam genera-
tor. This situation cannot be tolerated for very long 
before the reactor and turbine are caused to trip on a 
signal indicating low steam generator water level. If the 
reactor power is immediately and rapidly reduced to a 
sufficient degree, however, the steam generator's ability 
to produce steam is reduced, thereby permitting avoid-
ance of the reactor-turbine trip on a low steam genera-
tor water level. In the typical nuclear power plant, 
where two feedwater pumps with 65 percent of full 
feedwater flow capacity to each steam generator are 
provided, the reduced power demanded by the loss of 
one feedwater pump in order to avoid a reactor trip is 
75 percent of full reactor power. This restricted power, 
which allows continued reactor operation after the loss 
of a feedwater pump, is determined by the capacity of 
the pumps of the system and the characteristics of the 
steam generator. In a similar manner the restricted pow-
ers corresponding to the other incidents which require 
an accelerated power reduction are determined from 
considerations of the dynamics and characteristics of 
the various parts of the nuclear steam supply system. 

So far as is known, the prior art methods which at-
tempt to maintain the reactor in a critical state while 
responding to incidents which require rapid power 
reductions by inserting control rods have focused pri-
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marily on rapid reduction of power to closely match the 
restricted power while substantially ignoring consider-
ations of core power distribution. By so operating, it is 
believed that the prior art techniques either seriously 
limit the power capability of the reactor or seriously 
endanger the reactor operating design limits. The sec-
ond alternative is clearly unacceptable since, if the 
peaking factors or the power distribution are allowed to 
exceed the limits placed on them, it is possible to over-

An additional disadvantage is that by dropping pairs of 
rods, the core is burned up in a nonuniform manner 
which may result in burn-up history logging and com-
putation uncertainties and in restrictions on power ma-
neuvering or reactor operation toward the end of the 
life of the reactor core. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
It has been discovered that power distribution cannot 

heat the fuel rods in the core with consequent damage 10 be so callously ignored as seems to have been done in 
to fuel. Such damage results in the contamination of the 
coolant and the coolant system with radioactive fission 
products. On the occurrence of such a contamination, 
the reactor must be shut down and the damaged fuel 
rods replaced. If such undesirable consequences were to 
result, the direct result of the prior art accelerated 
power reduction would be a greater loss in reactor 
availability and income to the utility than if the reactor 
were simply allowed to trip. In other words, more harm 

the prior art systems. Accordingly, it is a novel feature 
of this invention that an accelerated power reduction 
can be accomplished by dropping regulating groups of 
control rods, (i.e., those control rods designated for 

IS normal regulating of the reactor) in their predesignated 
regulating sequence. These regulating groups and the 
insertion sequence have been prechosen and designed to 
minimize the effect of their insertion on radial power 
peaking. The method contemplates as a first step the 

than good would result by this prior art method of 20 calculation of the power reduction which is required by 
operating a nuclear reactor. the occurrence of an incident, such as the loss of one out 

It is possible to operate a nuclear reactor in a manner of two steam generator feed water pumps. After the 
that allows accelerated power reductions with maxi- magnitude of the required power reduction is deter-
mum response to power matching and with minimum mined, the control rods necessary to reduce the reactor 
attention being paid to power distribution, but as has 25 power to below the maximum allowable power re-
been mentioned above, a substantial sacrifice in reactor quired by the power reduction demand are selected, 
power capability ensues. This possible method of opera- according to the priority of the chosen control rod 
tion is as follows. The reactor is operated with sufficient insertion sequence. The preferred method for the prac-
margin to the reactor design limits so that the distorted tice of the invention is an open loop calculation in 
power distribution which results from the insertion of 30 which the effect on power of various control rod inser-
the selected rods does not cause the design limits to be tions is precalculated in order to predetermine all of the 
violated. However, in order to do this, the reactor must rods required to reduce the power to below the maxi-
be restricted to an operating power level which is sub- mum acceptable power level, with subsequent insertion 
stantially less than the maximum power level attainable of the appropriate number of control rods at substan-
by the reactor and a substantial continuous operating 35 tially the same time, 
penalty is incurred. This operating penalty represents a 
serious reduction in capability since the restriction on 
power must be imposed at all times during the normal The present invention may be better understood and 
operation of the reactor in view of the fact that an accel- its objects and advantages will become apparent to 
erated power reduction may be required at any time 40 those skilled in the art by reference to the accompany-
during normal operation of the reactor. ing drawings wherein like reference numerals refer to 

One prior art system seems to accept the penalties like elements in the several figures and in which: 
imposed by the inclusion of a system for initiating an FIG. 1 is a plot depicting reactor power plotted 
accelerated power reduction without paying heed to against programmed average coolant temperature, the 
the power distribution. That prior art system responds 45 slope of which curve is symbolized as S. 
to a loss of lpad incident or a loss of primary coolant FIG. 2 is a plot depicting boric acid concentration 
pump incident by first dropping one pair of rods which plotted against moderator temperature coefficient of 
are symmetrically situated across the core from one reactivity. ' , 
another. It is believed that right from the outset this rod FIG. 3 is a plot depicting reactor power plotted 
severely distorts the power distribution of the core. 50 against fuel temperature with a linear approximation 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Subsequent to the rod drop, the core power is moni-
tored and if, after approximately three seconds, it is 
determined that the first rod drop was insufficient to 
reduce the power to below the appropriate restricted 
power level, a second pair of rods is dropped. After 55 
another three seconds, the situation is again examined 
and in this manner, as many as four pairs of rods may be 
successively dropped into the core. This method has the 
advantage that the reactivity of the pairs of rods to be 
dropped may be small so that by using the small incre- 60 
ments of reactivity insertion, it can be expected that the 
final power will closely match the restricted power 
demanded by the particular incident necessitating the 
accelerated power reduction. However, the method has 
a serious disadvantage in that by dropping two rods at 65 
a time the power distribution is seriously distorted and 
fuel design limits may be exceeded unless the original 
power had been initially restricted as described above. 

thereof. 
FIG. 4 is a plot depicting control rod insertion plot-

ted against control rod reactivity worth for a typical 
reactor, and a linear approximation thereof. 

FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic representation of a means 
for initiating an accelerated power reduction by com-
paring final power to a maximum permissible final 
power. 

FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic representation of a means 
for initiating an accelerated power reduction by com-
paring the desired change in power to the actual change 
in power caused by selected rod insertion. 

FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic representation of the hard-
ware of one mode of practising the invention including 
a digital computer. 

FIGS. 8a-8c is a flow chart illustrating one example 
of software which selects the rods that are to be inserted 
into the reactor. 
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FIGS. 9a-9b is a flow chart which illustrates the radial peaking factor is used. The radial peaking factor 
subroutine "WORTH" which is utilized to calculatethe is defined as the ratio of the total power generated in the 
worths of the available control rod insertions. hottest pin or fuel element to that generated in the aver-

FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating one example of age pin or fuel element. The heat generated in the hot-
software which may be utilized in the "event monitor" 5 test fuel element is proportional to the product of reac-
to determine when an accelerated power reduction is tor power times the radial peaking factor. In order to 
required. avoid fuel damage when the selected control rods are 

npcrRiPTTHW OF THF P P F F F R R F D dropped into the reactor core, it is desirable that the DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED h e a t g e n e r a t e d i n t h e h o t t e s t f u e l e l e m e n t d o e s n o t i n . 
10 crease. Therefore, it is one novel aspect of this invention 

When a rapid reduction of reactor power is desired, that the control rods to be dropped to accomplish an 
and is to be made by dropping control rods into the accelerated power reduction are selected on the basis 
reactor core as disclosed in this invention, the extent of that the product of the radial peaking factor and reactor 
the required power reduction will be determined by the power does not increase as a result of dropping the 
event which necessitates the power reduction. For ex- 15 selected control rods. 
ample, if one of two main steam generator feed water it has been conventional in the design of nuclear 
pumps is stopped, the the maximum power level at reactors that a set of control rods or a sequence of con-
which the reactor can operate will be determined by the trol rods, called regulating rods, be provided for the 
flow capacity of the remaining pump. The difference normal control of the reactor. In order to accomplish 
between the power level at which the reactor is initially 20 reactor control these regulating rods are advanced into 
operating and the maximum permissible power level o r o u t of the reactor core at a relatively slow rate. It is 
after the event is the minimum required power reduc- the characteristic of desirable reactor control that inser-
tion for this case. The maximum power level after the t i o n Qf the regulating rods into the reactor core also 
event or the minimum required power reduction is one result in a minimum distortion of the reactor power 
of three constraints on the selection of control rods to 25 distribution. Accordingly, this invention utilizes the fact 
be dropped. That is, the effect of the selected control t h a t t h e constraint on radial peaking factor is automati-
rods on reactor power must be such as to result in a c a l ly met by using the sequence of regulating rods nor-
power reduction at least as great as the minimum re- m a l ly used to regulate reactor power. Therefore, as 
quired power reduction. The maximum permissible long as the control rods are dropped into the core in the 
power level after the event is that power level above 30 s a m e s e quence as that in which they would normally be 
which the reactor protection or equipment protection driven into the reactor core, the constraint on power 
systems would cause an automatic trip if operation of distribution will be met and only the two constraints on 
the system were to be contmued. t h e e x t e n t o f t h e p o w e r reduction as described above 

When a rapid power reduction is made, it is desirable m u s t b e considered. The following discussion consists 
to minimize the effect of the power reduction so that the 35 o f a m e a n s of automatically determining which subset of 
reactor subsequently operates at the highest possible t h e normal sequence of control rod groups will satisfy 
power level without actually exceeding the maximum these two constraints. 
permissible power level established by the event. How- T h e effectiveness of control rods in producing a 
ever, the nature of the reactor is such that it is not possi- change in reactor power is normally described in terms 
ble to always achieve an optimum power reduction 40 o f c o n t r o i r o d reactivity. When the control rods are 
since the effect of any given set of control rods on reac- dropped into the reactor core, the reactor will stabilize 
tor power reduction will vary as the reactor core is a t a p o w e r l e v e l a n d temperature such that the total 
depleted. Thus, a set of control rods which may create reactivity is zero. Therefore, the control rod reactivity 
an acceptable power reduction near the end of the use- e f f e c t m u s t b e balanced by some equal and opposite 
ful life of a reactor core may effectively "shut down" 45 effects. In the short term (i.e., periods of time less than 
the reactor at the beginning of core life. Therefore, it is o r e q u a i t o a f e w hours), these opposite effects are 
also necessary to constrain the maximum permissible caused by reduction in the average temperature of the 
power reduction that will result when the control rods reactor fuel and in the average temperature of the reac-
are dropped into the reactor core so that the accelerated t o r c o o lant . The change in core reactivity due to a 
power reduction does not completely shut down the 50 c h a n g e in the fuel temperature is termed the Doppler 
reactor. reactivity change, while the change in reactivity due to 

In addition to the two constraints described above, a change i n t h e average coolant temperature is termed 
there is another factor that must be considered as al- the moderator reactivity change. The short-term reac-
ready discussed. This factor is the effect of the insertion t i v i t y balance described above may be expressed in 
of the control rods on the spatial power distribution of 55 t e r m s Qf t h e following equation: 
the reactor core. In general, pressurized water reactors 
are designed such that power generation is most uni- l. SpR + SpD + Sp,y= o 
form when no control rods are inserted into the reactor 
core. As a result, the spatial power distribution of the where 
reactor core becomes more non-uniform as control rods 60 
are inserted. In order to avoid damage to the reactor 8pR — control rod reactivity change 
core, it is desirable to maintain the core power distribu- 8pD = Doppler reactivity change 
tion as uniform as possible. Thus, the control rods used &Pw= moderator reactivity change 
for a rapid reactor power reduction should be selected . The control rod reactivity worth is known prior to 
so as to result in a minimum distortion of the reactor 65 reactor startup by means of detailed computer calcula-
power distribution. tions and is, of course, verified by means of testing 

In order to describe the degree to which a reactor during initial reactor operation. Therefore, the effect of 
power distribution is non-uniforih, the concept of the , the control rod drop on the reactor power reduction 
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can be predicted by relating the two terms Sp^and 8p w 
to changes in reactor power. 

The moderator temperature is normally controlled to 
a value which is programmed as a function of power 
(see FIG. 1). The concept is the subject of the U.S. Pat. 5 
No. 3,423,285 issued to C. F. Curry. If the reactor is 
operated in a manner similar to that described in the 
Curry patent, then changes in reactor power are di-
rectly related to changes in moderator temperature, and 
it is only necessary to relate changes in this temperature 10 

to changes in reactivity. This is normally done through 
the concept of the moderator temperature coefficient of 
reactivity, expresses as follows: 

Since the moderator temperature coefficient is essen-
tially a linear function of the dissolved boron concentra-
tion it may be expressed as follows: 

6. Yw= i>. + 1} CB 

where 
Cg = dissolved boric acid concentration /J. and 17 are 

constants. Therefore, 

K 

2. 5pty= ywTw 15 
= 0 + s-V*.-1 

where 
y w = moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity 
T w = change in moderator temperature. 
The moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity 2 0 

varies significantly as the burnup of the reactor core 
progresses, but is essentially a linear function of the 
concentration of boric acid dissolved in the reactor 
coolant, as is shown in FIG. 2. 

In a similar manner, variations in total core reactivity 
with changes in fuel temperature can be expressed by 
means of the concept of the Doppler coefficient of 
reactivity, as follows: 

where fi = constant. 
With the above expression, equation (4) can be re-

written as: 

8.Bf=B,- [fi 
Ox + ij Cfl)-1] Sp„. 

25 

3- SpD = 30 

where 

35 yD= Doppler coefficient of reactivity 
T'f = change in effective fuel temperature 
The effective fuel temperature itself is a function of 

the reactor power level, as is shown in FIG. 3. While 
this function is nonlinear, a linear approximation to this 
curve is in most cases adequate to select which control ^ 
rods to drop for a rapid power reduction. 

Using these concepts, an expression for the power 
change due to a control rod drop can be derived as 
follows: 

4. Bf= B,- KSpR 
45 

where UCIC 
B / = final reactor power after the control rod drop 
B, = initial reactor power 5 0 
K = change in power/change in core reactivity 

K _ SB SB 

r ST, j*D_~\-\jB_ WV 
~ |_ SB 87> J +

 87V 

55 

60 

where 
8Ty/SB = change in fuel temperature per unit change 

in reactor power (see FIG. 3) and 
S = the slope of the function of programmed average 

coolant temperature versus reactor power (FIG. 
D-

65 

If the control rod reactivity worth, 8pR, is known, 
then equation (8) can be solved for the final reactor 
power level after a control rod drop by taking only two 
measurements: reactor power (B,) and disolved boron 
concentration (Cg), both of which are variables which 
are normally monitored on pressurized water reactors. 

Since according to this invention the regulating rods 
are always dropped into the core in their normal inser-
tion sequence, the first group of rods in the sequence is 
always dropped when a rapid power reduction is called 
for. Therefore, the control rod selection logic need only 
ascertain whether additional control rod groups in the 
sequence need be dropped. FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate two 
basic schemes for the rod group selection that is neces-
sary to decide whether to drop second and third control 
rod groups. 

FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic illustration of an accelerated 
power reduction actuation system for a nuclear reactor 
10. The reactor 10 consists of a nuclear core 18 which is 
controlled by control rods 20 which in turn are actuated 
by control rod control mechanisms 22. In the operation 
of a pressurized water reactor, the coolant is circulated 
through the core 18 thereby cooling the core and heat-
ing the coolant. This heated primary coolant is then 
passed through a steam generator 12 where it exchanges 
its heat with a secondary coolant which circulates 
through the secondary side of the steam generator 12. 
After exchanging its heat with the secondary coolant, 
the primary coolant is then recirculated by reactor cool-
ant pumps 19 back to the reactor 10 and back to the 
reactor core 18. 

The secondary coolant, ordinarily water, is heated 
from its liquid phase to its vapor phase and then is 
passed to the turbine 14. The turbine 14 converts the 
heat energy of the vaporous phase into mechanical 
energy. The secondary coolant is then condensed and is 
recirculated to the steam generator 12 by steam genera-
tor feedwater pumps 16. The combination of the nu-
clear reactor 10, and the steam generator 12 is ordinar-
ily called the nuclear steam supply system. 

The accelerated power reduction actuation system as 
illustrated in FIG. 5 interfaces with the nuclear steam 
supply system by monitoring the primary coolant boron 
concentration by a boron concentration analyzer 28 or 
boronometer. The system also detects the average core 
power of the nuclear reactor core 18 by a neutron flux 
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detector 30, and monitors the position of the control 
rods 20 by control rod position detector 24. Finally, the 
system minitors the status of the nuclear steam supply 
system (NSSS) so that the occurrence of an event 
which requires an accelerated power reduction can be 5 
detected. One example of this detection function is illus-
trated in FIG. 5 by a steam generator feedwater pump 
monitor 26. Boron concentration analyzer 28, neutron 
flux detector 30, and control rod position detector 24 
are common and state of the art instrumentation for 10 
nuclear reactors (see U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,578,562; 
3,787,697; and 3,656,074 respectively). 

The monitoring device 26 monitors the steam genera-
tor feedwater pump 16 to determine the status of the 
pump 16, since the failure of pump 16 is one event 15 
which gives rise to the demand for an accelerated 
power reduction. It should be recognized, however, 
that the accelerated power reduction actuation system 
can be responsive to events other than the failure to a 
steam generator feedwater pump 16. Accordingly, 20 
monitor 26 is selected and tailored to monitor the event 
of interest. In the example illustrated in FIG. 5, the 
steam generator feedwater pump 16 is a turbine driven 
pump which is tripped out of the system by rapidly 
draining the working fluid of the control system of the 25 
driving turbine. Accordingly, monitor 26 can consist of 
an electrical switch which is responsive to the solenoid 
which throws the valve that automatically drains the 
working fluid of the steam generator feedwater pump's 
driving turbine. 30 

When an event occurs that requires an accelerated 
power reduction, such as the failure of one of the steam 
generator's feedwater pumps 16, the accelerated power 
reduction actuation system must respond to rapidly 
reduce the power of the nuclear reactor's core 18 to a 35 
value which is below a maximum permissible value as 
determined by the particular event but which remains 
above a certain predetermined lower limit. The upper 
limit is predetermined by that value of power above 
which the normal protection systems of the nuclear 40 
steam supply system would automatically terminate the 
operation of the nuclear steam supply system. The 
lower limit is determined by the power below which the 
nuclear steam supply system's operation becomes unsta-
ble. According to the invention, the accelerated power 45 
reduction is accomplished by causing rods or groups of 
rods to be rapidly inserted into the core on a selective 
basis without completely shutting down the reactor. It 
is also a feature of the present invention that the manner 
in which the rods are selectively tripped into the core 50 
follows the sequence which has been predetermined for 
the normal regulation of the nuclear reactor. Accord-
ingly, when an event which requires an accelerated 
power reduction occurs (such as the failure of the steam 
generator feedwater pump 16) monitor 26 or some such 55 
equivalent monitor generates a signal indicating that the 
event has occured. In response to this signal, the accel-
erated power reduction actuation system drops a select 
number of control rods 20 into the reactor core 18. The 
signal from monitor 26 is delivered to an event monitor 60 
54 which immediately generates a trip signal which is 
delivered to control rod drive mechanisms 22 for the 
purpose of tripping the first set of control rods 22. This 
trip signal also arms "and" gates 60 and 60' so that 
second and third sets of control rods 20 can also be 65 
dropped if the system so indicates. The portion of the 
event monitor 54 which generates the initial trip signal 
can consist of a simple power supply system and a per-
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missive gate such as a flipflop which is actuated on the 
delivery of the pump status signal from monitor 26. 

The remainder of the system illustrated in FIG. 5 is 
for the purpose of determining whether the insertion of 
the first bank of rods into the nuclear reactor core 18 is 
sufficient to reduce the reactor power to a value below 
the maximum permissible final power (B^) after the 
event and to trip additional banks if required. The event 
monitor 54 or an equivalent power source delivers a 
signal indicative of the maximum permissible final 
power (B^) after the event which has been predeter-
mined for the occurrence of that event, to a comparator 
composed of summer 56 and comparator 58. The sum-
mer 56 subtracts the actual final power (B^) which 
could be expected after the insertion of the first bank 
from the signal (B^). The apparatus upstream of sum-
mer 56 performs the function of calculating the actual 
final power (B^) that would be expected after the inser-
tion of the first bank. As described above, the effect of 
the insertion of a bank of rods can be calculated by 
knowing the boron concentration of the primary cool-
ant (C&), the core power (B,) and the position of the first 
bank of rods. The boronometer 28 monitors the boron 
concentration of the primary coolant and generates a 
signal (CB) indicative of the boron concentration of the 
coolant. This signal is then multiplied by a constant i) 
and the product is added to a constant fi in element 32 
to obtain the. moderator temperature coefficient yw . 
Element 32 is a commercially available adder-subtracter 
such as a Bell and Howell type 19-301 adder-subtracter 
module. The moderator coefficient y^is then divided in 
element 34 into the inverse of the slope of the curve of 
FIG. 1 (S - 1) as provided by element 36. The division 
accomplished by element 34 can be performed by using 
a Bell and Howell type 19-302 multiplier-divider mod-
ule or any commercially available equivalent device. 
Element 36 can consist of a simple potentiometer which 
delivers a signal proportional to the inverse of the slope 
of FIG. 1 (S-1)- The resulting signal is then added in 
summer 38 to a constant ( f i ) which is supplied by a 
potentiometer 40. The summing unit 38 can be a com-
mercially available piece of equipment such as a Bell 
and Howell type 19-301 adder-subtracter module. The 
resulting quantity [fi + S - 1 o v - 1 ] is then multiplied in 
element 42 by the control rod worth of the first regulat-
ing rod group. The control rod worth is calculated by 
multiplying the position of the first regulating rod 
group by an appropriate constant (KA1) in element 24 
which can consist of a simple potentiometer. 

The resulting signal from element 42 (AB^) is indica-
tive of the change in power which is caused by the 
insertion of the first bank of rods. This change in power 
(AB^,) is then subtracted from the initial reactor power 
(B,) in subtracter unit 50. The initial power (B,) is con-
tinuously supplied from neutron flux detector 30 and 
appropriate state of the art circuitry 52 which generates 
a signal indicative of initial reactor power from the 
neutron flux signal of detector 30. TTie result of the 
subtraction of the change in power expected from the 
insertion of the first bank (AB^) from the initial reactor 
power (B,) is the final reactor power which is expected 
from the insertion of the first bank of control rods (By]). 
As described above, this value is then compared to the 
maximum permissible final power after the event (B^). 
When the comparison shows that (Byj) is larger than the 
maximum permissible final power after the event (BM) it 
is evident that the insertion of the first bank of control 
rods has not been sufficient to reduce the reactor power 
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to below the maximum permissible final power after the to "and" gates 60 and 60' the decision signals from 
event. In this case element 58 generates a digital trip signal generators 59 and 58' are already established and 
signal which is delivered to the "and" gate 60 and a the control rod banks to be tripped into the core are all 
signal is passed by the "and" gate 60 to trip the second tripped substantially at the same time. It should also be 
bank of control rods. If on the other hand (B^) is less 5 recognized that while the apparatus of FIGS. 5 and 6 
that the maximum permissible final power after the have been described in terms of tripping individual 
event, then element 58 does not generate a trip signal banks into the core, the invention is broad enough to 
and the "and" gate 60 is not actuated to pass the trip cover the procedure of tripping individual rods into the 
signal and the second bank of control rods is not tripped core if the regulation sequence involves the movement 
into the reactor core. 10 of individual rods. It should also be recognized that the 

In a like manner, the system as illustrated in FIG. 5 regulation sequence may be a combination of the inser-
also determines whether the third bank of rods has to be tion of individual rods and regulating rod banks, 
tripped into the core in order to reduce the final reactor Having described an analogue implementation of the 
power to a value below the maximum permissible final invention, an implementation by digital techniques will 
power after the event. As can be seen from FIG. 5, the 15 now be described. The basic scheme to implement the 
circuitry necessary to accomplish this computation is selection of the number of rod banks to be dropped in 
identical to the circuitry necessary to determine the event of an accelerated power reduction demand is 
whether the second bank should be tripped into the as follows: the reactor power level range into which the 
core, with the exception of the summing element 48. reactor power must be dropped in order to accommo-
The summing element 48 sums the change expected 20 date the occurrence of the selected incidents is prede-
from the insertion of the first bank as generated by tennined, such as 75 percent - 20 percent power; these 
element 42 and the change expected from the insertion predetermined maximum and minimum power level 
of the second bank of rods as provided from element limits are then converted into a range of power defect 
42'. The result of the summation in element 48 is a value reactivities to facilitate the selection of rod banks: 
(AB,) which is indicative of the total change in reactor 25 where power defect reactivity is the reactivity worth 
power to be expected from the insertion of the first and required to bring about a change in power from a given 
second banks of control rods. In a similar manner ele- initial power to a desired final power (thus, a maximum 
ment 50' subtracts this value from the initial power (B,) power defect would correspond to the minimum de-
to obtain a final power after the insertion of the first two sired power level and a minimum power defect would 
banks (B^) which is then compared in element 56' to the 30 correspond to the maximum desired power level); next, 
maximum permissible final power after the event (BM). control rod bank worths are calculated for each set of 
When (B^) is larger than (BM) the unit 58" delivers a control rod banks which are available for insertion into 
signal to the "and" gate 60' and "and" gate 60' passes a the core from the normal control sequence; the various 
trip signal to trip the third bank of control rods into the control rod worths are then compared to the calculated 
reactor core 18. Although it is unlikely on present reac- 35 maximum and minimum power defects to determine 
tors that a demand for an accelerated power reduction which group or groups of control rods should be 
would ever require more than the first and second banks dropped into the core; and this informational signal is 
to be tripped into the reactor core, further banks can be sent to arm an "and gate" which is permissive only 
tripped into the reactor core by means of circuitry simi- when the event monitor indicates that an appropriate 
lar to that disclosed in FIG. 5. 40 event which calls for an accelerated power reduction 

FIG. 6 illustrates an alternative embodiment of the has occurred, 
present invention. Unlike the apparatus of FIG. 5 which In this digitally implemented embodiment the inven-
compares the final reactor power to be expected after tion may be practiced on a dedicated microprocessor 
the insertion of the first or the first and second control based microcomputer system. Such a system is the Pro-
rod banks with the maximum permissible final power 45 cess Computer Systems' Inc. Micropac 80 system which 
after the event, the apparatus of FIG. 6 generates a is a development system which utilizes the Intel 8080 
minimum permissible change in reactor power (ABp) microprocessor to accomplish the functions of the 
after the event and compares it to the actual reactor Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) and the Central Process-
power reduction which is to be expected from the inser- ing Unit (CPU). For a complete understanding of the 
tion of the appropriate set of rod banks. In order to do 50 Intel 8080 microprocessor and the Process Computer 
this, a summer 66 compares the maximum permissible System, Micro Pac 80 microcomputer, the manufac-
final power after the event (Bw) as generated by potenti- hirer's manuals Intel 8080 Microcomputer System Man-
ometer 68 with the initial power (B;) as generated by ual, January, 1975 and PCS, (Process Computer Systems) 
element 52. The resulting signal (ABp) is the minimum Micro Pac 80/A Users, Programmers, Operators Manual, 
permissible change in power after the event. ABp is 55 July, 1975 may be consulted respectively* 
compared to AB^, in element 64, which is a commer- FIG. 7 illustrates the reactor power cutback system 
cially available subtracter, and the resulting difference in combination with the digital computer 98 which 
signal is delivered to signal generator 58 in a manner makes the necessary computations and decisions. Sig-
similar to the apparatus of FIG. 5. The same procedure nals which are additional to those described in the pre-
is carried through for a decision whether to trip the 60 vious embodiments are necessary. These additional 
third bank as well as the first and second banks. Al- signals are: the temperature of the hot coolant (THOJ) as 
though the apparatus of FIGS. 5 and 6 have been de- it leaves the reactor 10, as measured by Resistance Tran-
scribed in the manner which implies that the event perature Detector 17; the temperature of the cold cool-
monitor 62 trips the first bank of rods into the reactor ant (TCOLD) as it enters the reactor 10 as measured by 
core prior to the calculation of the effect of tripping the 65 Resistance Temperature Detector 15; and signals indic-
first bank into the core, it should be recognized that this ative of the axial power distribution designated as the 
calculation can be continuously performed on line so "axial flux signals" as measured by a string of five in-
that when the event monitor supplies the arming signal core detectors 94. In addition to these new signals the 
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digital computer 98 also makes use of the previously 
described Boron Shim Concentration Signal CB (or 
PPM), the core power P/, and signals indicative of the 
control rod positions as determined by control rod posi-
tion monitor 24. 5 

The Digital Computer 98 continually monitors the 
status of the reactor and continually determines which 
control rods 20 or control rod combinations should be 
inserted into the core 18 to achieve a successful acceler-
ated power reduction in accordance with the algorithm io 
described below. The event monitor 97 also continually 
monitors the nuclear plant status to determine when an 
event has occurred in response to which an accelerated 
power reduction is appropriate. The Event monitor 97 
may be a simple device such as the previously described j 5 
power supply and permissive gate or it may consist of a 
set of instructions to be implemented on a digital com-
puter such as computer 98. Such a set of instructions is 
included, by way of example, in the program listing of 
Appendix 3 with the accompanying flow chart of FIG. 2Q 
10. However, detailed explanation of the program lis-
ting for the Event monitor 97 will not be made here 
inasmuch as the details are not essential for the under-
standing and practice of the claimed invention. A per-
son of ordinary skill in the art of programming will 2 5 
readily appreciate the details of the program listing of 
Appendix 3 after consulting the Intel 8080 Microcom-
puter System Manual of Jan. 1975 which sets forth the 
language definitions used in the program listing. 

rence of an event would require an accelerated power 
reduction (e.g. 20 percent of full power). If BI is less 
than or equal to BTHRD then the selection algorithm is 
not executed, an annunciator is activated to indicate 
that the power is less than the threshold and the rod 
selection output is set to all zeros. If the present power 
BI is greater than the threshold, then the selection pro-
gram is executed. 

The first step in the execution of the selection pro-
gram is to convert the present power BI into kilowatts 
per foot (PIKWFT) so that the present power may be 
used further in the power defect calculation. The appro-
priate equation for this conversion if PIKWFT = 
BI*KBAR where PIKWFT = reactor power ex-
pressed in core average kilowatts per foot. 

KBAR = conversion factor to KW/FT units and 
BI = reactor power in percent of rated power. 
The next task is to determine the power defects 

which correspond to the limits of the permissible power 
range that must be achieved after the accelerated power 
reduction. As is well known, the power defect is equal 
to the sum of the Doppler Reactivity Defect plus the 
Moderator Reactivity Defect. The Doppler Reactivity 
Defect is given by the relation 

r dp dTf 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 30 

40 

A flowchart of the CEA selection algorithm is pres-
ented in FIG. 8a-8c. A Fortran program of the CEA 
selection algorithm is presented in Appendix 1. It 
should be recognized by those skilled in the art of pro-
gramming that most developed system software con-
tains relatively minor faults known as bugs which some-
times take long periods of time to detect and/or diag-
nose. Ordinarily the correction of such faults is Within 
the skill of control and system programmers. The pro-
gram listing of the appendices accordingly may be ex-
pected to contain some faults of this kind but correction 
of all such faults should be within the skill of a person 
skilled in the art and should not detract from the en-
abling teaching which the listing is intended to convey. 

The following is a discussion of the algorithm as 4 5 

presented in FIG. 8. The control rod selection program 
selects the required control rod subgroups to drop. The 
selection is based on a power defect calculation, a con-
trol rod subgroup available worth calculation and then 
an iteration among the available subgroup worths and 5 0 

the required worth to select the subgroups that satisfy 
the reactivity requirements. 

Referring to the flow diagram of FIG. 8, the control 
rod selection calculation begins at box 100 by obtaining 
the present reactor power (BI) in percent of rated 5 5 

power (BIMW), the average temperature (T^ yG) is ob-
tained at box 102 and the core average burnup (BU) in 
megawatt days is calculated at box 104 from the initial 
burnup (BUO) and updates utilizing power (BI) and real 
time (DELTAT in seconds) according to the following 6 0 

equation: 

BU — BUO -f <*™WVm.TAl) 

where 
P = reactor power 
P7 = initial reactor power 
P / = final reactor power 
Tf = final fuel temperature and 
dp/dTy= the Doppler Coefficient 

The Doppler Coefficient may be determined from a 
third order polynomial fit to fuel temperature 

Thus -jffr- = a, + a2Tf+ a3l}+ a„7) 

where the a's are functions of burnup and which can be 
determined by measuring power and by utilizing a lin-
ear interpolation of stored beginning of life (BOL) and 
end of life (EOL) values. A typical equation for a , is as 
follows: 

= -BUEOL-BUBOL *BU ~ BUBOL + a' ' 

This equation may be rewritten to be expressed as: 
ai/j ~ fli * BU +fj2 

where t h e / s are constants obtained from a third order 
polynomial fit to the family of curves of Doppler Coef-
ficient versus burnup for various times in core life. 

The a's are determined in box 110 of the flow dia-
gram. 

In a similar manner the Moderator Reactivity Defect 
is given by the relation 

65 
Next, the percent power BI is compared at 106 to a 

threshold value of power (BTHRD). This threshold 
value of power is that value above which the occur-

PM = JZ-
dT, 

dTA 
dP •dP 
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where TAya is the moderator temperature and 
dp/ATAyci& the moderator coefficient. 

The moderator coefficient is determined from a third 
order polynominal fit to moderator temperature. 

18 

= (((A 
14 y^initia!) "1 

P A ^ n a l = {({H, 

PMtinHhl 
S„" ~ 

'4/4 '"AVUititian + 3̂/3) * ^ 
I4/4 * TA VFMAX + P3/3)' 

AV\imtiat) + ^2/2) ' 

TAVFMAX + ^2/2)' 

Thus JS_ 
dT., = PITAVG + ft^W + tf^W Mm) m,, 

Pi/j) * TAVFMAX 
+ Pin) * 7", 

where the j3's are functions of the boron concentration 
PPM. For a given value of boron concentration (PPM), 
the /3 coefficients are obtained utilizing polymonial fits 
of the coefficients as a function of the boron concentra-
tion. A typical equation is the equation for fix as follows: 

0, = Cm + C1 / 2 * PPM + C 1 / 3» PPM2
2 + 

C, /4PPM3 

where Cff are stored constants obtained from a third 
order polynomial fit to the curve of moderator coeffici-
ent versus T^ VG for various values of PPM. The equa-
tions for the other yS's are similar. The )3's are deter-
mined in box 112 of the flow diagram. 

After having determined the a coefficients it is possi-
ble to calculate the minimum and the maximum Dop-
pler Reactivity Defects from the following equations if 
the initial fuel temperature (T^, , , ,^) is known: 

3/3. 
* T, 

*Pwm = PUWM - and 

A VFMIN ' + 02,2) * Ta 

10 
= pM(initial) phd M(Final Min) 

p^mitial) = («a4/4* TR | + a3/3) * THmitiati + 
" T„ 

.. - 1 ffyrtMa/l ~ a2/2) * THinMiilL+ al/l) ' ., 1 F{initiaf)> 

+ a 1/1 

where the values of TAVFMAX and TAVFmN are those 
values of T ^ a t 0.75 and 0.20 rated power. Accordingly 
TAVFMAX— TAV<T>+ S * (0.75) and TAVFMIN = T S 

l 5 * (0.20) where 
S is the slope of the T^ yG program curve of FIG. 1. 

TAVFMAX a n d TA VFMIN can be stored constants which 
have been previously determined. The calculation of 
the moderator reactivity defects occurs at box 118 of 

20 the flow diagram. Next the minimum and the maximum 
reactivity defects are determined at box 120 by combin-
ing the minimum and maximum values of the Doppler 
Reactivity Defect and the Moderator Reactivity De-
fect. 

25 The next calculation performed is the determination 
of the available control rod subgroup worths. The avail-
able worth is the amount of reactivity addition that 
would result when the subgroup is dropped full-in from 
its initial position. The available control rod subgroup 

3 0 worth calculation is performed in block 124 of FIG. 8 
a-c by subroutine WORTH. Box 122 determines for 
which subgroup or set of subgroups the calculations is 
to be made. Subroutine WORTH of block 124 is more 
specifically set forth in the flow chart of FIG. 9 a-b and 
in the program listing of Appendix 2. 

Subroutine WORTH utilizes the inputs of control 
and rod subgroup position (K POS), axial power distri-
bution (PHI(J)), and axial shape index (ASI). The axial 
shape index is an index well understood in the science of 

35 

PoCFinal = «(a4/4* r,ffinal + «3./3) * W ™ 1 + a2/2* Min) Mm) Mm) 

= PLXMTIAT) - P^FJFN) 

This calculation is performed at box 116. The initial 
fuel temperature T^,„„,aflis obtained from the relation Tf 4 0 reactor control and is equivalent to the power deter-
= A (1 - Be ~aP) which applies throughout the fuel 
cycle where P is equal to power. Where necessitated by 
limitations of the microprocessor systems, such as that 
cited above, this expression may be approximated by 
the polynomial expansion: 

Tf = c, + e2P + ej-P2 + e^P3 + e,/* 

where 
e\ = 

<?2 = 
ei = 
e4 = 
es = 

45 

50 +A 
+aAB 
—a2AB 
+ 1/6 alAB 
= 1/24 a*AB, are stored coefficients and A, B 

and a are constants obtained empirically to fit the 5 5 

above fuel temperature relation. 
Thus the equation for T^/ninai) is-. 

TFVm,iah = We5 *Pinitial + et) » /'initial + e3) » P 
initial + e2) * P initial + el 60 

and is evaluated at block 114. Tp(Final Max) and T/(Fi-
nal Min) are stored constants which have been precom-
puted using the above formula for power levels of 0.75 
and 0.20, respectively. 

In a similar manner the minimum and maximum mod-
erator reactivity defects can be obtained from the fol-
lowing relationships: 

65 

mined for the upper half of the reactor core minus the 
power determined for the lower half of the reactor core 
divided by the sum of the upper and lower powers. The 
axial power distribution is a measure of the shape of the 
power distribution along the z axis of the reactor core 
and is determined from the neutron flux measurements 
obtained by the five in-core detectors 94. In well known 
techniques, the in-core neutron flux detector readings 
are synthesized into axial power shapes by using an 
expansion of a few axially dependent Fourier modes to 
match the axial detector readings. Such a synthesis 
technique may be found described in the literature in-
cluding: R. L. Hellens, T. G. Ober, R. D. Ober, Trans-
actions of the American Nuclear Society, 12, 820 (1969); 
T. G. Ober, P. H. Gavin, Transactions of the American 
Nuclear Society, 19, 218-219 (1974); and M. M. Levine, 
D. J. Diamond, Nuclear Science Engineering, 47, 
415-420 (1972). 

The basis for the control rod subgroup worth calcula-
tion is a "flux-squared weighing" of the total inserted 
worth utilizing an adjoint axial flux distribution. The 
"flux-squared weighting" is derived from reactor the-
ory and perturbation techniques and may be found in 
Introduction to Nuclear Reactor Theory by John R. La-
marsh, Addison Wesley Publishing Company, Reading, 
Massachusetts, 1966. 

The equation of interest is: 
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where 
<f>*(z) = adjoint axial flux distribution 
<j»(z) = axial flux distribution 
p(H) = total reactivity of the inserted subgroup from 

full out to full in 
p(z) — total reactivity inserted by the subgroup at z 

percent insertion 
This equation can be rewritten as: 

p(Z)= wFf>(m 

where WF = . 

Z 
f <K*)<f>*Wz 

o 
a 
f W)<j>*(z)dz. 

o 
KPOS 
f PHI(J)*PHIADJ(J)dz 

O 

10 

15 

20 

H 
f PHI(J)*PHIADJ(J)dz 

O 
25 

and where 
PHIADJ(J) = adjoint axial power distribution 
PHI(J) = axial power distribution 
KPOS = subgroup or group position in percent in-

sertion 
H = active core length (100%) 
Thus the worth which is available for insertion is 

equal to the total worth minus the inserted worth; 

30 
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or ADRHO = ir(H) - WFp(H) = (1 - WF)p(H). 
The adjoint flux to be used depends on the axial shape 

index and is obtained by weighting the axial power 
distribution PHI(J) by empirically determined constants ^ 
A and B. 

Thus if ASI is less than a given value C then: 
PHIADJ(J) = PHI(J) for all nodes J = 1—41. But if 
ASI is greater than the value C then: 

PHIADJ(J) = A • PHI(J) for nodes 1—21 and 
PHIADJ(J) = B * PHI(J) for nodes 22 -41 
Boxes 150 through 174 of the flow chart of FIG. 9 

make the comparison of ASI to C and establishes values 
for PHIADJ(J) as well as values for PHI)I) * PHI-
LADJ(I) for axial nodes 1 through 41. Boxes 176 
through 182 inclusive converts the z axis into inches to 
facilitate the numerical integration of the equation 

45 

50 

b 
f Ax)dx: [lYo + Yl.. . Yn - 1 + jr/i] A* 

55 

w h e r e 

Y = fix) = PHI(J) • PHIADJ(I). 
This numerical integration is carried out by boxes 184 

to 190 for the denominator of the weighting factor 60 
equation. 

In a similar fashion boxes 192 through 206 make a 
numerical integration of the numerator of the weighting 
factor equation. An additional complexity exists for the 
evaluation of the numerator of the weighting factor, 65 
however, since the integration is made from the bottom 
of the core to the position of the control rod subgroup 
(KPOS), which may be a position intermediate two of 

the axial nodes for which data exists. Thus, decisioi 
boxes 200, 202, and 204 determine the position of th< 
control rod subgroup. Box 206 carries out an interpola 
tion to obtain a value at KPOS when KPOS is betweer 
axial nodes. Box 206 also carries out the numerical inte 
gration utilizing the information from the interpolation 
Finally, box 208 calculates the value of the weighting 
factor by dividing RHOW into RHOZW(J). The sub 
routine WORTH is run until weighting factors for al 
control rod subgroups and combinations are deter-
mined. 

Having thus obtained the WF for each subgroup oi 
combination, the available subgroup worth (ADRHO] 
is determined from the equation 

ADRHO(J) = (1.0 - WF) • DRHOTOT(J) 
where ADRHO(J) = available worth of subgroup oi 
combination J 
and DRHOTOT(J) = total inserted worth of the sub-
group or combination. 

Knowing the minimum and maximum power defects 
and the available subgroups worth, the selection of the 
subgroup(s) to be dropped can be made. The subgroup 
selection is done in flow chart elements 128 through 14f 
where available subgroup worths are compared to the 
required minimum and maximum defects. The selection 
iterates this comparison between the combination al-
lowed to be dropped and the defect required. When a 
permissable subgroup is found, the selected subgroup(s] 
is armed to be dropped if and when an accelerated 
power reduction becomes necessary. If no acceptable 
subgroup is possible, then an alarm is activated annunci-
ating this fact. 

The "and gate" or permissive gate 60, 60' only per-
mits the selected control rods to be inserted into the 
core when the event monitor has determined that an 
event has occurred which requires an accelerated 
power reduction. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An improved control method for maintaining the 

operation of a nuclear reactor system in response to an 
event which requires an immediate but less than com-
plete power reduction called an accelerated power 
reduction, said reactor being of the type which has a 
reactor core cooled by a coolant circulated there-
through and control rods for movement into said core 
and said reactor further being of the type which is nor-
mally controlled by the insertion and withdrawal of a 
series of regulating rods into and out of said reactor 
core following a predetermined regulation sequence, 
wherein said improved method including the step of 
rapidly decreasing reactor power without causing the 
product of the radial peaking factor of said reactor core 
and the power of said reactor core to increase on the 
occurrence of an event which require an accelerated 
power reduction by rapidly inserting into said reactor 
core a portion of said regulating rods selected from said 
predetermined regulation sequence. 

2. The improved method as recited in claim 1 
wherein said step of rapidly decreasing reactor power 
includes selecting a number of regulating rods for inser-
tion which is sufficient to reduce reactor power to a 
value greater than a predetermined lower limit but less 
than a predetermined upper limit. 

3. The method of claim 2 wherein said predetermined 
upper limit is a value above which a reactor trip would 
automatically occur as the result of the occurrence of 
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the particular event that requires an immediate but less 
than complete power reduction. 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein said regulating 
rods are segregated into groups or banks and said prede-
termined regulation sequence is a sequence of insertion 
of regulating rod groups or banks. 

5. The method of claim 2 wherein said step of select-
ing said regulating rods is completed before said se-
lected regulating rods are inserted into said reactor core 
so that said selected regulating rods are all rapidly in-
serted into said reactor core at substantially the same 
time. 

6. The method of claim 4 wherein said step of rapidly 
inserting a portion of said regulating rods includes the 
step of immediately inserting, on the detection of an 
event requiring an accelerated power reduction, that ' 
group or bank of regulating rods which, according to 
said predetermined regulation sequence, is the first 
group inserted into said core for normal reactor power 
regulation. 

7. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein said step 
of rapidly inserting a portion of said regulating rods 
selected from said predetermined regulation sequence 
includes the following steps: 

a. rapidly inserting a first set of regulating rods from 
said predetermined regulation sequence; 

b. determining the need for a further power reduc-
tion; and 

c. successively rapidly inserting subsequent sets of 3Q 
regulating rods from said predetermined regulation 
sequence and determining the need for further 
power reduction until the power has been reduced 
to a value greater than a predetermined lower limit 
and less than an allowable upper limit. 

8. The method of operating a nuclear power reactor 
as recited in claim 1 wherein the step of rapidly insert-
ing a portion of said regulating rods selected from said 
predetermined regulation sequence includes the steps 
of: 

a. calculating the effect of the insertion into said reac-
tor core of successfully greater numbers of regulat-
ing rods from said regulation sequence in their 
sequential order to obtain successive power predic-
tions; 

b. comparing said power predictions to an allowable 
upper limit of reactor power; and 

c. selecting for insertion the combination of rods 
whose calculated power prediction first falls below 
said allowable upper limit of reactor power. 

9. The improved control method for maintaining the 
operation of a nuclear reactor system as recited in claim 
4 wherein said step of rapidly inserting a portion of said 
regulating rods selected from said predetermined regu-
lation sequence includes the steps of: 

a. monitoring said reactor system to detect the occur-
rence of an event which requires an accelerated 
power reduction; 
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b. generating a signal indicative of reactor power 
prior to the occurrence of said event; 

c. generating a signal indicative of the maximum 
permissible final power after the occurrence of said 
event; 

d. generating a signal indicative of the change in 
reactor power to be expected from the insertion 
into said core of a group of regulating rods selected 
from the beginning of said insertion sequence; 

e. determining from said signals indicative of reactor 
power, maximum permissable final power and 
change in reactor power the necessity of insertion 
of the group of regulating rods next in order in said 
predetermined regulation sequence; and 

f. inserting into said reactor core the regulating rods 
determined to be necessary to respond to the de-
mand accelerated power reduction. 

10. The improved control method for maintaining the 
operation of nuclear reactor system as recited in claim 9 
wherein said step of determining the necessity of inser-
tion of the group of control rods next in order in said 
predetermined regulation sequence includes the steps 
of: 

a. subtracting said signal indicative of maximum per-
missable final power from said signal indicative of 
reactor power to obtain a signal indicative of the 
minimum permissible reactor power reduction 
after the occurrence of said event; 

b. comparing said signal indicative of change in reac-
tor power to said signal indicative of the minimum 
permissable reactor power reduction after the oc-
currence of said event; and 

c. from said comparison determining whether the 
next group of rods in said sequence need be in-
serted into said reactor core. 

11. The improved control method for maintaining the 
operation of a nuclear reactor system as recited in claim 
9 wherein said step of generating a signal indicative of 
the change in reactor power to be expected from the 
insertion into said core of a group of control rods at the 
beginning of said insertion sequence includes the steps 
of: 

a. measuring boric acid concentration of the coolant 
of said reactor; 

b. from said boric acid concentration generating a 
signal indicative of the moderator temperature 
coefficient of reactivity; 

c. measuring the position of the group of control rods 
at the beginning of said insertion sequence; and 

d. from said signal indicative of the moderator tem-
perature coefficient of reactivity and from said 
position of said group of reactivity and from said 
position of said group of control rods, determining 
the change in reactor power to be expected from 
the insertion into said core of a group of Control 
rods at the beginning of said insertion sequence and 
generating a signal indicative thereof. 
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